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Minutes of the March 18, 2014 meeting of Advisory Neighborhood Commission 
1-D

These minutes accepted at the April 15, 2014 meeting.

Call to order

[7:13 pm] Chair Adam Hoey called the March meeting of ANC1D to order at 7:13 pm. Four of the five 
commissioners were present: Adam, China, Phil, and Jack, constituting a quorum.

Secretary’s report

[7:22 pm] Jack asked if there were corrections to the minutes of the February 18 2014 meeting. No corrections 
were offered, and the minutes were declared accepted.

Treasurer’s report

[7:23 pm] Phil asked if there were any concerns about two routine expenditures: Tony Grillo, $50, postering for 
the March meeting; Hearsay Interpreting, $100, for Spanish interpreting at this meeting. No concerns or 
objections to these expenditures were expressed by the commissioners.

Jack reported that the signature card at the bank had finally been completed, and sent to the DC Auditor.

Adopt Alternative 4 for Broad Branch Road

[7:24 pm] Chair Hoey brought up the item of unfinished business from the previous meeting:

Resolved, that ANC1D advises the District Department of Transportation to adopt Alternative 4 for the 
rehabilitation of Broad Branch Road.

Why:  Though not immediately adjacent to Mount Pleasant, Broad Branch Road is significant for Mount 
Pleasant residents, not only as an occasional automobile route into upper Northwest, but as a potential 
extension of the Rock Creek Park bike path. The RCP bike path passes directly alongside Mount Pleasant, 
and is commonly used by Mount Pleasant residents for recreation and for commuting.

Currently the RCP bike path terminates at Broad Branch Road. Broad Branch is notoriously dangerous for 
bicyclists, being narrow and winding, and consequently cannot be recommended for use by Mount Pleasant 
bicyclists. The RCP bike path end at Broad Branch is effectively the end of the road for bicyclists. Three of 
the four Alternatives proposed for Broad Branch would leave that road as bicyclist-hostile as it is today, 
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preventing its use by Mount Pleasant bicyclists for either recreation or transport. Only Alternative 4 would 
permit its safe use by bicyclists.

Alternative 4 would allow Broad Branch Road to serve as a 1.5-mile extension of the existing Rock Creek 
Park bicycle path. Aside from the value of this extension for pleasure bicycling through an exceptionally 
attractive portion of Rock Creek Park, the extension would serve as a bicyclist feeder route into the RCP 
bike path, promoting bicycle commuting by many residents of Cleveland Park and Chevy Chase, giving 
them a safe route to the RCP bike path and downtown DC.

ANC1D would urge DDOT to furnish replacement trees for those lost as a result of this construction.

China moved that the topic be opened to public discussion. Motion failed, 2 votes “yes”, 3 votes “no”.

Resolution passed, 3 to 2 vote (Phil, Adam, and Jack voting “yes”, China and Yasmin, “no”)

Permit the zoning variance for 1827 Park Road NW

[7:43 pm] Jack moved the following resolution:

Resolved, that ANC1D advises the Board of Zoning Adjustment to permit the zoning variance requested by 
BZA Application No. 18748, for 1827 Park Road NW.

Why: the BZA standard for variances that is the primary concern to this commission is whether permitting 
the variance would cause "substantial detriment to the public good". In this case, the building for which the 
applicants seek permission has been in place for decades, and has never, to our knowledge, been a cause for 
complaint by any residents of Mount Pleasant. Neither its use as a second primary dwelling on this lot, nor 
the 3-foot distance to the rear property line, has caused, nor will cause, any detriment to the public good.

As for the "general intent and purposes of the Zoning Regulations", permitting this variance will result in 
the continuation of the current situation, which amounts to two single-family dwellings on a single lot. 
Given that this lot is very large, this situation is not contrary to the nature of Mount Pleasant as an urban 
residential neighborhood characterized by moderately high, row-house densities.

The remaining element of the BZA standard for issuing variances, that is, "exceptional practical difficulties"
resulting in "exceptional and undue hardship", is not a concern of this commission, and hence is left to the 
Board to determine.

Resolution passed, 5 to 0 vote.

Concerning 1865-1867 Park Road NW

[7:49 pm] The commission agreed to allow 5 minutes for hearing from the architect for 1865-1867 Park Road, 
and a discussion of the revised design.

[8:01 pm] The commission agreed to allow 5 minutes for public discussion of this development.

[8:11 pm] Proceedings were briefly interrupted for a religious statement from a visitor.

Reduce streetlight brightness along Adams Mill Road

[8:13 pm] Jack introduced the following resolution, for Adam:

RESOLVED:  ANC1D requests that DDOT change all bulbs in new streetlights installed during the Adams 
Mill Road - Harvard Triangle project from 250 watts to 100 watts.

WHY:  The recently completed Adams Mill Road lighting project increased the number of lampposts from 
11 to 27 with an average 30 feet spacing as opposed to DDOT standards which recommend NO LESS than 
60 feet spacing, used a new tear-drop lamp design that spreads light, and in the process has increased 
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lumens for lighting the area from 550,000 to 675,000. In addition to increasing the watts consumed by over 
150% from 4,400 to 6,750, these factors have combined to create much more light than the previous 
lighting, far exceeding standards accepted as necessary by FHWA, DDOT, and AASHTO. 

Several light tests have determined that on average current lights are 11 times brighter than the AASHTO 
recommended illuminance for a minor arterial, e.g. (4.5 foot candles) vs. (0.4 foot candles) with light 
readings taken directly under the new lights and 7 times brighter at (2.8 FC) vs. (0.4 FC) with light readings
between the light fixtures. The lighting on Adams Mill road is brighter than Mount Pleasant street or any 
other street in Mount Pleasant. 

As a result the light level is now considered excessive by many in the Mount Pleasant neighborhood and a 
nightly annoyance by many residents living along Adams Mill road especially those close to the 
intersections of Kenyon and Irving. The excessive light also creates light pollution, wastes energy, and runs 
contrary to current nation-wide trends in other major cities and to the district's own energy conservation 
policies while providing no quantifiable additional safety benefit for motorists or pedestrians. 

This type of lighting is not appropriate for a small residential neighborhood and is not consistent with 
lighting in other parts of the Mount Pleasant neighborhood, resulting in lighting contrasts between Adams 
Mill Road and other Mount Pleasant streets that may pose a danger for drivers and pedestrians. Retaining 
the current lighting would also set a detrimental precedent for Mount Pleasant and other residential streets 
and neighborhoods across DC, many of whom are fighting similar "over lighting" scenarios in their 
neighborhoods.

DDOT agreed that if a resolution was forthcoming from the ANC they could reduce the lighting from the 
current 250 watts to 100 watts on the Adam’s Mill Harvard Triangle project. This could be done without 
violating DDOT standards or compromising vehicle or pedestrian safety, otherwise DDOT would not have 
suggested it could be done. 

With the new post spacing and light fixture style, a reduction of the bulbs from 250 watts to 100 watts will 
still provide a higher level of overall illumination than AASHTO minimums -- 1.8 foot candles directly 
under the lights with 100 watt lights  and 1.1 foot candles between the light vs. 0.7 foot candles minimum 
required by AASHTO – with better overall lighting and lower contrast than was achieved along Adams Mill
with the older cobra light installations, thereby maintaining, and possibly increasing, motorist and 
pedestrian safety while reducing light pollution, light trespass, and energy consumption to the detriment of 
none and the benefit of many. 

Resolution passed, 3 to 2 vote (Phil, Adam, and Jack voting “yes”, China and Yasmin, “no”)

Report on Bancroft modernization

[8:33 pm] The commission agreed to hear a brief report from China concerning Bancroft Elementary 
modernization.

Adjournment

[8:34 pm] The meeting was adjourned at 8:34 pm.
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